
TEAM  BU IL DING  DO S S IER



Since ancestral times, human beings have 
been obsessed with the urge to represent 
reality. Painting was a magical activity 
infused with rituals that have continued to 
the present day. The rituals created the 
community and the painting was the 

binding factor.
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After 20 years devoted to professional painting I 
have come to understand that every successful 
creation is born from the heart. Through painting 
I have developed the habit of listening to emotion 
which has enabled me to create with feeling.

I have discovered that fear kills any successful 
creation be it in art, the family or in a company.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
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ARTISTIC TEAM BUILDING
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Team Building is the most commonly used means of drawing Company 
employees together in order to accomplish common objectives and 
promote collaborative group work.

AArtistic Team Building is special because an emotional link is created 
between the employee and the Company though art and painting. For 
this reason, the activity starts off with a guided relaxation activity which 
contributes to a state of peace of mind in the participants. This peace of 
mind enables participants to awaken their creative passion. Emotion is 
the driving force which helps them overcome obstacles and day to day 
challenges both in their personal lives and in the workplace.

EEvery Artistic Team Building exercise is tailored to meet the personal 
needs of each work group and concludes with the presentation of the 
picture painted during the activity at the Company headquarters.

Work Schedule (outline):

Meeting with the Company to organize the activity and identify the desired 
objectives to be developed in the work team.

Selection of the initial sketch for the painting activity.

Welcome, presentation of the activity to be worked on by all the members.

Guided relaxation exercise for the whole group.

Setting up Setting up of work groups.

Emotional awareness raising and bonding with the Company (values).

Painting starts accompanied by Enric with clear instructions using the 
previously prepared sketch.

Coffee break.

Guided team exercises to boost confidence, hand over leadership, always 
keeping in mind the specific needs of each work group.

CCompletion of painting.

End of activity.

A few days later the fully completed picture will be handed over to the Company.

CORPORATE
TEAM BUILDING
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Work schedule:

Welcome with a small breakfast or afternoon snack.

Guided relaxation activity to listen to your heart.

Individual and family emotional involvement.

EEveryone starts painting a single and unique picture previously planned and 
agreed on by the family. Either figurative with specific motifs or abstract, using 
colours, textures, collage, graffiti etc. I will be on hand to help throughout the 
activity and the original sketch will have been prepared by myself beforehand.

Short break.

Resume painting.

End of activity.

FAMILY
TEAM BUILDING 
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Work Schedule:

Welcome with small breakfast or afternoon snack.

Guided relaxation activity.

Emotional awareness 

Reconecimientos emocionales.

EEveryone starts painting following clear instructions. The theme to be painted by 
the Group is decided and sketched out beforehand.

Coffee break.

Resume painting.

End of activity.

GROUP OF FRIENDS
TEAM BUILDING


